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1. Minitab Model Ops® environment
With Minitab Model Ops®, you deploy your models online so that you can get your results faster than ever. By making
those models accessible through external endpoints, Minitab Model Ops streamlines the incorporation of model results
into the applications that you use to make business decisions. Use those predictions to forecast your business with ease.
Minitab Model Ops has the following main sections.

Model Library
Import, deploy, and monitor models. For more information, go to Import models to the model library on page 8.
For a deployed model, access the following tabs for specific model-based actions.

Overview
Displays model and service metrics.

Variables
Displays the model response variable and predictor variables.

Drift
Displays the drift report for the model.

Stability
Displays the stability report for the model.

Settings
Displays the settings for the data request requirements, drift thresholds, and alert configurations.

Audit Log
Displays the model audit log, which is separate from the system audit log.

Integration
Provides access to model API keys, endpoint names, and sample code.

API Keys
Displays all API keys by status. From this list, you can sort by expiration date, model, or when the key was created.
You can also revoke active keys from this list. For more information, go to Manage API keys on page 6.

System Audit Log
Record actions that affect the import and remove status of models. For more information, go to System audit log on
page 7.

System Requirements

Connectivity
An internet connection is required.

Supported browsers
Chrome and Chromium Edge

Supported model types
Minitab Model Ops supports models from the following files.

• Minitab Statistical Software 20.1 and later, Minitab project file (.mpx)
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• Salford Predictive Modeler 8.3.2 and later, SPM grove file (.grv)

Models must have 1000 predictors or less. For a multinomial response variable, the maximum number of classes is 10.

Supported models from Minitab Statistical Software
In Minitab Statistical Software, Minitab Model Ops supports all the models from the Predictive Analytics Module and certain
models from the Regression menu. For more information on the Predictive Analytics Module, go to
https://www.minitab.com/products/minitab/predictive-analytics-module/.

• Analyses from the Predictive Analytics Module (Minitab 20.1 and later)

◦ CART® Classification

◦ CART® Regression

• Analyses from the Predictive Analytics Module (Minitab 20.2 and later)

◦ Fit Model for TreeNet® Classification

◦ Fit Model for TreeNet® Regression

◦ Discover Key Predictors for TreeNet® Classification

◦ Discover Key Predictors for TreeNet® Regression

◦ Random Forests® Classification

◦ Random Forests® Regression

• Analyses from the Predictive Analytics Module (Minitab 21 and later)

◦ Discover Best Model (Binary Response)

◦ Discover Best Model (Continuous Response)

• Analyses from the Predictive Analytics Module (Minitab 21.4 and later)

◦ MARS® Regression

• Analyses from the Regression menu (Minitab 21 and later)

◦ Fit Regression Model

◦ Fit Binary Logistic Model

◦ Fit Poisson Model

Supported models from SPM
Minitab Model Ops supports models that you create with the following analyses in SPM.

• CART® Decision Tree

• Generalized PathSeeker® (GPS)/Generalized Lasso

• Logistic Regression

• MARS® Regression Splines

• RandomForests® Tree Ensembles

• TreeNet® Gradient Boosting Machine

Minitab Model Ops does not support the following features.

• Grove files that contain multiple models, including any grove files with multiple models from the Automate tab.

• Models that include lags of predictors as additional predictors.

Minitab Model Ops does not support the following options for the supported model types.
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• CART® Decision Tree

◦ Models where the Target Type is Unsupervised.

◦ Models where the Automate Types include UNSUPERVISED.

◦ Models where the decision trees use the method of Differential Lift.

• MARS® Regression Splines

◦ Models with a Target Type of Classification/Logistic Binary.

• RandomForests® Tree Ensembles

◦ Models where the Target Type is Unsupervised.

• TreeNet® Gradient Boosting Machine

◦ Models with a TreeNet Loss Function of Random Forests.

◦ Models with a TreeNet Loss Function of Differential Lift Modeling.

◦ Hybrid models with GPS regression.

User roles
Minitab Model Ops provides two roles: User and Viewer. The User has access to everything, while the Viewer has limited
access. Only license administrators can change user roles.

UserViewerPermission

XXView model information

XXView Integration tab

XXView drift and stability reports

XModel management: import, deploy, pause, remove models

XUpload baseline data

XAccess to model settings

XManage API keys

XAccess to model and system audit logs

Use Minitab Model Ops® with Minitab Connect®
Minitab Connect empowers data users from across the enterprise with tools to transform diverse data into a governed
network of data pipelines, feed analytics initiatives, and foster organization-wide collaboration.

Use Minitab Model Ops and Connect together to create a seamless system where each update to your data in Connect
starts a flow that brings near-instant predictions from Minitab Model Ops. Use those predictions in your analytics initiatives
to deliver insights that inspire action. To see an example of creating Connect tables and establishing flows in Minitab
Connect, go to Create a flow in Minitab Connect® to score the model on page 26.

Manage API keys
The API Keys page lists all the API keys for the subscription.
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The list of API keys includes the details for all keys created for the subscription, sorted by expiration date. Each key can
be revoked prior to its expiration date.

To create a new key for a deployment, go the Integration tab. For more information, go to Create a new API key on page
13.

System audit log
The audit log for the system records actions that affect the import and remove status of models.. Use the following steps
to view the audit log for the system.
1. Sign in to Minitab Model Ops.

2. Select System Audit Log .

Note: The model audit log for each model is found on the Audit Log tab for the model.

Audit log information
The log records the following items for each action. Expand an item to see additional details for the action.

Timestamp
The date and time of the action.

User
The name from the User Information for the account for Minitab Model Ops.

Action
This value records the action. For example, if a user imports a model, the action is ImportModel.

Result
This value records whether the action succeeds or fails.

Note: Audit logs entries older than 1 year are purged from the system.
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2. Import models to the model library
Minitab Statistical Software and Salford Predictive Modeler (SPM) create sophisticated predictive analytics models that
you use for applications like prediction and forecasting. To predict and monitor with Minitab Model Ops, the first step is
to import the model. Then, you can deploy a imported model to an endpoint to upload prediction and stability data through
standard HTTP requests.

Import a model
Importing a model is like opening a file.

1. Sign in to Minitab Model Ops to open the Model Library .

2. Select Import a model.

3. In Select a File, browse to and select a file that contains a model to import.
Note: For more information on supported models, go to Supported model types on page 4.

4. In Model Name, enter a descriptive name for the model.

5. If you import a Minitab project file that contains multiple models, select the model from Specify the model within the
file. The list contains all the supported models in the file.

6. Select Import.

Note: The model upload fails when models have more than 1000 predictors or for a multinomial response variable, have more than 10 classes.
You can check the System Audit Log for more information.

Deploy a model
After you import a model, the status is Ready. To access a model from its endpoint and make predictions, deploy the
imported model.

1. Sign in to Minitab Model Ops to open the Model Library .

2. Move your mouse pointer over a imported model.

3. Select Deploy .

4. Select Proceed.

After you deploy the model, the status of the model changes to Pending then Deployed. To undeploy a model, select
Undeploy .

Delete a model
You can delete a model from the Model Library  page. Only models that are not deployed can be deleted. If an model
is already deployed, you must first undeploy before you can delete it.

Click the Delete button to delete a model. When a model is deleted, all historical data are also removed.
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Monitor drift status from model library
The Model Library displays the drift status of each deployed model and indicates whether email alerts for drift are active.

Drift status classifications

DetailsDriftIcon

The prediction drift is severe or a minimum number of predictor variables
have severe drift.

severe

The prediction drift is moderate or a minimum number of predictor variables
have severe drift.

moderate

The drift is not severe or moderate.minimal

The model does not have baseline data or production data.noneNone

If a model has severe or moderate drift, investigate whether to update the model. For information on how to specify the
criteria for drift classification, go to Model settings on page 11.

Set email alerts for model drift status

Alert statusIcon

active

inactive

When an alert is active, Minitab Model Ops sends an alert email anytime the drift status for the model changes. Use the
following steps to add or remove email alerts.

1. From the Model Library, select the model.

2. Open the Settings tab.

3. In Alerts: Email Configuration, enter the email addresses to receive alerts.

4. Press Enter.

5. Select Apply.

Model details and audit information
Find detailed guidance on the Overview, Variables, and Audit Log tabs.

Overview tab
The Overview tab for a model includes details about the model as well as service and storage metrics.

Model Details

Name
The descriptive name for the model assigned upon import.

Type
The software that created the model and the model type from the software.
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Status
Whether the model is Published or Deployed.

Created
The date and time of the model's creation.

Created By
The name of the user who imported the model.

Last Updated
The date and time of the last edit to the model, such as deployment or the enablement of alerts.

Deployment Overview

Uptime
The amount of time, in days, hours, or minutes since the most recent deployment of the model. If you undeploy,
then redeploy a model, the uptime information only indicates the length of time of the current deployment.

Service Metrics
Service metrics include measures of the health of the endpoint that you use to access the model.

Endpoint Status Summary
The endpoint status summary shows the HTTP status code for each HTTP request. Codes in the range 200 to
299 represent successes. Codes in the range 400 to 599 represent errors. If the graph includes unexpected
codes, investigate the cause.

Response Time
The response time shows the time to complete HTTP requests. Usually, the response times are relatively
consistent. If the graph includes an increasing trend or unexpected spikes, investigate the cause.

Storage Metrics
Storage metrics show the daily storage utilization for your model.

Variables tab
The Variables tab for a model includes the list of predictor variables and the types of values that you use to make
predictions. Use this information for the predictor variables and the response variable to verify the correct variables are
in any data sets you prepare to make predictions, monitor drift, and monitor stability.

Name
The production and baseline data sets must use identical names as the variables in the model.

Type
Use the type of predictor variable to determine the type of values to enter for predictors. For categorical data types,
enter values that are in Classes. For continuous types, enter a number.

Data Type
Use the type to verify that the data type in any HTTP requests or data sets are the same as the variable type in the
model.

Classes
Use the classes to see the values of the variable. Only categorical variables have classes. Use the class values to
make predictions.

Note: Variable names and class levels cannot have commas because a comma represents a delimiter.
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Audit Log tab
The audit log for a model records actions on the model.

Timestamp
The date and time of the action in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).

User
The name from the User Information for the account for Minitab Model Ops, or the API key name when the user is
unknown.

Action
This value records the action. For example, if a user creates an API key, the action is CreateApiKey.

Result
This value records whether the action succeeds or fails.

Model settings
Find detailed guidance on the Settings tab.

The Settings tab includes the observation ID settings, alert thresholds, and email alert settings.

Observation ID

ID Name
Specify the name for the unique observation identifier that links the prediction and stability data into a complete
record.

Note: The ID Name cannot be changed once a deployed model begins processing prediction requests.

Require Observation ID for prediction requests
While the Observation ID is required to generate stability reports, you can also require the Observation ID for
prediction requests.

Prediction Timestamp

Timestamp Variable Name
Specify the name for the timestamp variable. When you provide timestamp data with the request, the system
uses the provided timestamp in place of the system generated timestamp.

Production Data Period
Select the default production period for the drift report. If you change the production period on the drift report tab,
the change does not retain and reverts back to the default production date period when you exit and reenter the
tab.

Drift Report: Variable Thresholds
Enter the values of PSI that indicate moderate drift and severe drift. The default values are traditional thresholds.
The threshold for moderate drift traditionally identifies when to use your judgment regarding continued use of your
model. The threshold for severe drift traditionally identifies when to retrain the model. Enter smaller values to change
the drift status in response to smaller differences between the baseline data and the production data. Enter larger
values to change the drift status for larger differences between the baseline data and the production data. For more
information on the PSI metric, go to Details about the Population Stability Index (PSI) on page 22.
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Drift Report: Overall Drift
Specify the criteria to determine when the model shows moderate drift and severe drift. For each severity, you can
choose whether to consider drift in the predicted response variable or drift in the predictor variables.

• Select Prediction drift shows moderate drift or Prediction drift shows severe drift when the drift for the predicted
response variable is moderate or severe.

• Enter the number of variables when the drift for the number of predictor variables that you specify or higher is
moderate or severe.

Alerts: Email Configuration
Specify one or more email addresses to receive alerts when the drift status of a model changes. Separate multiple
email addresses with spaces.
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3. Data integration

Create a new API key
Create an API key for access to the deployed model. Access to the endpoint ends when the API key expires or when an
authorized user revokes the API key.
Note: You must have User permissions, not Viewer permissions to create new API keys.

1. From the Model Library, select the model.

2. Open the Integration tab.

3. Under API Keys, select Create API Key.

4. Enter the key name and an expiration date.
The maximum expiration date is one year.

5. Select Create.

Copy the API Key to the clipboard and save in a safe location. Minitab Model Ops does not save this key and you will not
be able to view or copy it later.
Note: Before you distribute this API key, make sure you are authorized by your organization to publicly share the model data. Anyone with
this API key has access to send prediction and stability requests for a model without additional authentication. Minitab disclaims all liability for
model data that are publicly shared in violation of your organization’s policies and procedures.

Generate code format for prediction requests
Generate the code required for prediction requests. You can generate the code format for a single row, multiple rows,
or an entire file of data. Copy this code and use your API key and data to send to endpoints.
1. From the Model Library, select the model.

2. Open the Integration tab.

3. Under Sample Code, select Prediction.

4. In Data, select whether to create code for a single row, multiple rows, or a data file. In Method, the choice of cURL
GET or cURL POST depends on whether you use a single row or more than a single row.

• With Single row, choose cURL GET or cURL POST.

• With Multiple rows or File, use cURL POST.
You can change the values for the variables. Select Submit Request to verify the endpoint.
For information on prediction data requirements, go to Requirements for production data on page 17.

5. Select Copy. Add your API key and any data values you want to include, then submit to your terminal.
Use a leading zero in decimal numbers less than 1. For instance, use 0.25, not .25.

To see an example of a python request, go to Sample Python code for a prediction request on page 29.

Generate code format for stability requests
Generate the code required for stability requests. You can generate the code format for a single row, multiple rows, or
an entire file of data. Copy this code and use your API key and data to send to endpoints.
1. From the Model Library, select the model.
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2. Open the Integration tab.

3. Under Sample Code, select Stability.

4. In Data, select whether to create code for a single row, multiple rows, or a data file. The Method for all data
arrangements is cURL POST.
You can change the values for the variables. Select Submit Request to verify the endpoint.
For information on stability data requirements, go to Requirements for stability data on page 17.

5. Select Copy. Add your API key and any data values you want to include, then submit to your terminal.
Use a leading zero in decimal numbers less than 1. For instance, use 0.25, not .25.

To see an example of a python request, go to Sample Python code for a stability request on page 29.

Results from prediction and stability requests
This topic includes results from successful requests and information about errors and warnings.

Prediction results
A successful prediction request returns predictions (and probabilities for classification models), as well as the status code,
and the observation identifier and timestamp, if provided. If a timestamp is not provided, the results include the server
time in UTC of the prediction request.

Binary
The results include the predicted class value and both the event and nonevent probabilities.
Such as: "predictions":[1],"probabilities":{"0":[0.29806847464300],"1":[0.70193152535699]}

Multinomial
The results include the predicted class value and the probabilities for each class.
Such as: "predictions":[4],"probabilities":{"1":[0],"2":[0],"3":[0.1666667],"4":[0.8333333],"5":[0],"6":[0]}

Continuous
The results include the predicted response.
Such as: {"predictions":[50.271428571428565]}

Stability results
A successful stability request returns the actual response and the observation identifier, as well as the status code, and
the date from a timestamp, if one exists. If a timestamp is not provided, the results include the server time in UTC of the
prediction request.

Status codes
The following table includes the most commonly used status codes with Minitab Model Ops prediction and stability
requests.

• ERRORS apply to the entire request. If an error is received, no results are logged.

• WARNINGS apply to individual rows of the request. If a warning is received, partial results may be logged.
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DetailsRequest
Type

responseCode

• The prediction request successfully logged predictions and
probabilities.

• The stability request successfully logged the actual response
associated with an observation ID.

BothSUCCESS

• One or more entries has an incorrect data type. Prediction results
cannot be logged.

• One or more entries has an incorrect data type. Stability results
cannot be logged.

BothERROR_DATA_TYPE

• One or more required predictors are missing. Prediction results
cannot be logged.

• One or more variable names are incorrect in your request. Stability
results cannot be logged.

BothERROR_MISSING_COLUMNS

• One or more observation ID values are missing. Prediction results
cannot be logged because the user specified the IDs as required
in the Settings tab.

• One or more observation ID values are missing. Stability results
cannot be logged.

BothERROR_OBS_ID

All columns in your request must have the same number of rows.
Results cannot be logged.

BothERROR_UNEQUAL_ROWS

• Observation ID value is missing. Prediction results for this row are
logged, but are not available for stability reporting.

• Observation ID value does not match a logged observation ID
value. Stability results for this row cannot be logged.

BothWARNING_OBS_ID

You have exceeded the daily maximum number of logged prediction
results for this model. Minitab Model Ops has a limit of 1440 data rows
per model, per day.
Depending on when the daily maximum was reached, some prediction
results may not have been logged.

PredictionWARNING_SCORE_LIMIT

You have exceeded the daily maximum number of logged stability
results for this model. Minitab Model Ops has a limit of 2880 data rows
per model, per day.
Depending on when the daily maximum was reached, some stability
results may not have been logged.

StabilityWARNING_STABILITY_LIMIT

Timestamp range is not valid. Prediction results for this row cannot be
logged. For more information on date/time ranges, go to Date/time
requirements on page 18.

PredictionWARNING_TIME_RANGE

Timestamp value is not valid. Prediction results for this row cannot be
logged. For more information on date/time formats, go to Date/time
requirements on page 18.

PredictionWARNING_TIME_VALUE
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DetailsRequest
Type

responseCode

Actual response is missing or contains a level that does not exist in
the model. Stability results for this row cannot be logged.

StabilityWARNING_UNKNOWN_REPONSE

Data requirements
This topic specifies the data requirements for baseline data, production data, stability data, and date/time data.

Baseline data
Model drift reports require the baseline data for your model. The baseline data set should include predictors columns
that contain the data used for training the model, as well as a column that contains the predicted response.

Training data are the data that were used to fit the model. Often, you want to upload the training data after you import
the model to use the training data as baseline data.

For more information on importing baseline data, go to Upload baseline and production data on page 21.

Requirements for baseline data
• Use the same variable names and same variable types that the model uses. The names are case-insensitive.

• Save a column with the name prediction-score that contain the predictions for each row. The name is case-insensitive.
For a categorical response, the prediction score is a class value.

• Use the same number of rows of data in all columns.

• Save the data as a Minitab worksheet file (MWX) or in CSV format.
Note: Use a comma as the delimiter.

Example of baseline data

Baseline Data

prediction-scoreSlopeCholesterolSexAge

01233male55

11187male63

13145female27

Table 1 shows sample baseline data. The columns of predictors contain the data for training the model. The column with
the name prediction-score contains the predicted response in the baseline data.

Production data
The production data are also used in the drift report. The production data set contains the predictor variables used to
make predictions based on the model. The data set is formed by cumulating the predictor variable values from calls to
the endpoint. The data set can also include an optional observation ID and an optional date/time. If you do not specify
date/time information, Minitab Model Ops uses the current server time.

For more information on importing production data, go to Upload baseline and production data on page 21.
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Requirements for production data
• Use the same variable names and same variable types that the model uses. The names are case-insensitive.

• Use an optional observation ID column, as specified in Settings. If you do not include observation ids, Minitab Model
Ops cannot generate stability reports with this data. For more information, go to Model settings on page 11.

• Use an optional date/time column, as specified in Settings. If you do not specify date/time data, Minitab Model Ops
uses the date and time of the prediction request in UTC.

• Use the same number of rows of data in all columns.

Note: When using a file, save the data in CSV format with a comma as the delimiter. Also, use UTF-8, UTF-8-BOM, or UTF-16-LE as the
encoding.

Example of production data

Production Data

ObservationIDSlopeCholesterolSexAge

1009871233male55

1009881187male63

1009893145female27

Table 2 shows sample production data. The columns of predictors contain the data for the calculation of the predictions.
If you use the production data to monitor drift, the drift report uses the date and time of the prediction request in the
results, unless you add an optional date/time column. You can also use an optional observation ID column, that you name
on the Settings tab. For this example, the observation ID column is ObservationID.

Stability data
The stability data are used to create a stability report. The stability data set must contain the response values and the
observation IDs.

For more information on importing stability data, go to Send stability data for a model on page 23.

Requirements for stability data
• Include the name of the response variable. The name is case-insensitive.

• Include the observation ID that corresponds to the prediction for the actual value. Use the same name as specified
in Settings.

• Use the same number of rows in the columns.

Note: When using a file, save the data in CSV format with a comma as the delimiter. Also, use UTF-8, UTF-8-BOM, or UTF-16-LE as the
encoding.

Example of stability data

Stability Data

ObservationIDHeart Disease

1009870

1009881
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ObservationIDHeart Disease

1009891

Table 3 shows the stability data. The stability data set has a column for the response variable with the name Heart Disease
and a column with the name ObservationID for the unique identifier that links the prediction and stability information into
a complete record.

Date/time requirements
Minitab Model Ops uses UTC time. All date/time information, whether a Z is used or not, are assumed to be in UTC time.
If you do not specify date/time information, Minitab Model Ops uses the current server time.

Minitab Model Ops accepts the following date/time formats.

• yyyy-MM-dd (Date only)

• yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss (Date and time)

• yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss (Date and time)

Acceptable date formats

yyyy-MM-dd
To specify dates, use the following format.

• 4 digits for the year (yyyy)

• 2 digits for the month (MM)

• 2 digits for the day (dd)

Separate the year, month, and day with dashes. For example, 2050-08-14 is August 14 of the year 2050. Because
this format does not include time, the time is midnight and the time zone is Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
Note: Excluded date information is not permitted. You must specify the date completely.

Acceptable date/time formats
Minitab Model Ops accepts the yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss or yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss for date and time.

yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss
To specify date and time, use the following format.

• 4 digits for the year (yyyy)

• 2 digits for the month (MM)

• 2 digits for the day (dd)

• Blank space, as separator between the date and the time

• 2 digits for the hours (HH), enter the hours in 24-hour format

• 2 digits for the minutes (mm)

• 2 digits for the seconds (ss).
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Separate the year, month, and day with dashes. Separate the hours, minutes, and seconds with colons. For example,
2050-08-14 08:30:00 is 8:30 in the morning and the time zone is Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) on August 14
of the year 2050.
Note: Any excluded time information is the equivalent of entering 0 for the value. For example, if a time entry does not have minutes
and seconds, the minutes and seconds are 0.

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss
To specify date and time, use the following format.

• 4 digits for the year (yyyy)

• 2 digits for the month (MM)

• 2 digits for the day (dd)

• T, as separator between the date and the time

• 2 digits for the hours (HH), enter the hours in 24-hour format

• 2 digits for the minutes (mm)

• 2 digits for the seconds (ss).

Separate the year, month, and day with dashes. Separate the hours, minutes, and seconds with colons. For example,
2050-08-14T08:30:00 is 8:30 in the morning and the time zone is Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) on August 14
of the year 2050.
Note: When you use a T instead of a blank space, you must also include HH:mm. If a time entry does not have seconds, the seconds
are 0.

Using future and past dates
Requests with future date/time values are not supported. Prediction requests with prior date/time values are not supported.
Stability data are logged only if a matching correlation id was found within the last 6 months.

Data formats for missing values
This topic includes details about which missing data are allowed and how to properly indicate missing values.

Acceptable missing value formats
You can represent numeric missing values using the following symbols, as shown in the following table.

With missing numeric valuesExampleNumeric

*,"male", *, 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0*

'*',"male", '*', 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0'*'

"*","male", "*", 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0"*"

,"male",, 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0

' ',"male",' ', 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0' '

" ","male"," ", 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0" "

You can represent text missing values using the following symbols, as shown in the following table.

With missing text valuesExampleText

77,, 145, 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0
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With missing text valuesExampleText

77,'', 145, 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0''

77,"", 145, 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0""

77,' ', 145, 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0' '

77," ", 145, 1, 077,"male", 145, 1, 0" "

Missing baseline data
Minitab Model Ops requires data for all predictors of a model to upload the baseline data file. If a predictor is missing
from the baseline data file, Minitab Model Ops is unable to upload it. You can have extra columns in the data file, but you
cannot have fewer columns than the model predictors and the predicted response (prediction-score).

You can submit missing values of the predicted reponse or predictors.

Missing production data
Minitab Model Ops requires data for all predictors of a model to submit a prediction request.

You can submit missing values for the predictors.

• If the observation ID column is missing, Minitab Model Ops can still provide predictions, but cannot monitor stability.

• If the date/time column is missing, Minitab Model Ops uses the server time, in UTC.

Missing stability data
Minitab Model Ops requires a paired actual response and an observation ID to log the stability data.

You can submit missing values for the actual response and the observation ID, but if the observation ID column is missing,
Minitab Model Ops cannot monitor stability.

Details about prediction requests with missing date/time data
Date and time data are optional for prediction requests. If you do not provide date/time data, Minitab Model Ops uses
the current server time. To include date and time data, use the name of the Prediction Timestamp variable from the
Settings tab. In this example, we use Time Column.

• To submit a single request with a timestamp, use the following format: "Time Column":["2025-05-13 17:00:00"].
Note: To submit a single request without date/time data, omit the date/time column.

• To submit a request with multiple timestamps, use the following format: "Time Column":["2025-05-13
17:00:00","2025-05-13 17:30:00","2025-05-13 18:00:00"].

Important: Minitab Model Ops does not accept prediction requests that include a mix of timestamps and missing values. If you have missing
timestamp data, you must submit a separate request that does not include the date/time column.
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4. Monitor model drift
Minitab Model Ops displays model drift on the Drift report. Drift measures the similarity between your baseline data and
the production data. Use differences between the baseline data and the production data to determine when to try to
improve your model. On the drift report, the production data represent the data that have scores during the deployment.

Types of model drift
Minitab Model Ops reports prediction drift and data drift.

Prediction drift
This type of drift represents a drift in the model's predictions over time. When this drift is substantial, you may want
to retrain the model with additional data or replace the model.

Data drift
This type of drift represents a change in the distribution of the input variables. When this drift is substantial, you may
want to retrain the model with additional data.

If there is enough production data to determine the drift status, the drift status is minimal, moderate or severe, according
to the definitions in the Settings tab.

Examine drift reports
The tutorial has examples of drift reports with baseline data only, minimal drift, and moderate and severe drift. To see
these examples, go to Examine drift reports on page 30.

Upload baseline and production data
Baseline and production data are required to monitor model drift.

Upload baseline data for a model
Baseline data are required to monitor drift. Follow these steps to add or replace baseline data for an existing model. For
information on baseline data requirements, go to Requirements for baseline data on page 16.
1. From the Model Library, select the model.

2. Open the Drift tab.

3. Select Upload Baseline Data or Replace Baseline Data.

4. Browse to the file that contains the baseline data.

5. Select Upload.

Send production data for a model
To score a model, Minitab Model Ops requires new production data. You can create a Minitab Connect table that contain
the new predictions, or you can send the data in via Python code, a terminal, or a script in a terminal. For help on generating
the required code format for prediction requests, see the sample code from the Integration tab.

For information on production data requirements, go to Requirements for production data on page 17. To see an example
of using a Connect data table and flow, go to Create a flow in Minitab Connect® to score the model on page 26. To see
an example of using a Python script, go to Sample Python code for prediction and stability requests on page 29.
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Details about the Population Stability Index (PSI)
Population Stability Index (PSI) measures the difference in distributions between two samples. A larger value of PSI
indicates a greater change, or more serious drift, in the distribution of a variable between two samples. Usually, a PSI
value of 0.1 shows that two distributions are moderately different. A PSI value of 0.2 shows that two distributions are
severely different.

For moderate or severe drift, investigate the reasons for these differences and their effect on the model's performance.
Also, consider whether to change the thresholds based on how well they correspond to model performance. For example,
PSI tends to increase as sample sizes increase, so the possibility exists that larger thresholds are appropriate for a process
with hundreds of observations per production period.

The calculation of PSI compares the percentages of data in the same categories for two samples of data. Use the following
steps to calculate the PSI for a continuous variable.

1. Divide the baseline data into 10 bins, each containing 10% of the data.
B = ⌊n / 10⌋ + 1
where

B the number of observations in the bin
n the number of observations in the data set

and
⌊n / 10⌋
is the floor of n/10.

2. Move any tied values in the baseline data that are in different bins into the first bin that contains the value. If necessary,
change the endpoints of the bins to create contiguous non-empty bins. If the last bin is less than 50% of B, then move
those observations to the previous bin.

3. Calculate the percentage of the production data in the same bins as the baseline data.

4. Calculate the PSI statistic with the following equation.

S = ∑i = 1
j [(t − p)ln ( tp )]

where

S the Population Stability Index (PSI)
j the number of bins, usually 10
t the percent of the baseline data in the bin
p the percent of the production data in the bin

For a categorical variable, each level is a bin. Otherwise, the calculation is the same.

Monitor model stability
Minitab Model Ops displays model stability on the Stability report.

Measures of performance for models with categorical response variables

Classification Accuracy
The classification accuracy indicates how often the model accurately classifies the events. Larger values indicate
better performance.
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AUC
The values for the area under the ROC curve usually range from 0.5 to 1. Larger values indicate a better classification
model. When the model can perfectly separate the classes, then the area under the curve is 1. When the model
cannot separate the classes better than a random assignment, then the area under the curve is 0.5.
For a multinomial response, the AUC is set to 0 under the following conditions.

• If a class is missing from the actual values, then the AUC for that class is 0. For example, if a model includes the
classes 1 to 5 but the stability data do not include any actual values of 4, then the AUC for 4 is 0.

• If every actual value has the same class, then the AUC for all classes is 0. For example, if a model includes the
classes 1 to 5 but the actual values are all 2, then the AUC is 0 for all classes.

Average Predicted Probability and Proportion of Event Cases
This graph displays either the average predicted probability of an event or the proportion of cases classified as an
event over time.

• When the production data period is daily, the plotted points are daily averages.

• When the production data period is weekly, the plotted points are weekly averages.

• When the production data period is monthly, the plotted points are monthly averages.

Measures of performance for models with continuous response variables

R-squared
The higher the R

2
 value, the better the model fits your data.

MAD
The mean absolute deviation (MAD) expresses accuracy in the same units as the data, which helps conceptualize
the amount of error. Outliers have less of an effect on MAD than on R

2
. Smaller values indicate a better fit.

Average Predicted Response
This graph displays the average predicted response over time.

• When the production data period is daily, the plotted points are daily averages.

• When the production data period is weekly, the plotted points are weekly averages.

• When the production data period is monthly, the plotted points are monthly averages.

Send stability data for a model
To assess a model, Minitab Model Ops requires new stability data. You can create a Minitab Connect table to contain
the new data or you can send the data in via Python code, a terminal, or a script in a terminal. For help on generating the
required code format for prediction requests, see the sample code from the Integration tab.

For information on stability data requirements, go to Requirements for stability data on page 17. To see an example, go
to Create a flow in Minitab Connect® to assess stability in the deployment on page 27. To see an example of using a
Python script, go to Sample Python code for prediction and stability requests on page 29.

Examine stability reports
The tutorial has examples of stability reports. To see these examples, go to Examine stability reports on page 32.
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5. Example: Deploy a Minitab model

Heart disease scenario and data sets
A team of researchers collects and publishes detailed information about factors that affect heart disease. Variables include
age, sex, cholesterol levels, maximum heart rate, and more. This example is based on a public data set that gives detailed
information about heart disease. The original data are from archive.ics.uci.edu.

Heart Model Schema
Heart Disease is the binary response that indicates whether the patient has heart disease: Yes or No.

The following predictors are continuous predictors.

• Age - the age of the patient

• Rest Blood Pressure - the resting blood pressure of the patient, in mm Hg

• Cholesterol - the serum cholesterol level of the patient, in mg/dl

• Max Heart Rate - the maximum heart rate achieved

• Old Peak - the ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest

The following predictors are categorical predictors.

• Sex - the sex of the patient: Male or Female

• Chest Pain Type - the chest pain type: 1, 2, 3, or 4

• Fasting Blood Sugar - whether the patient fasting blood sugar > 120 mg/dl: True or False

• Rest ECG - the resting electrocardiographic results: 0, 1, or 2

• Exercise Angina - whether the patient has exercise-induced angina: Yes or No

• Slope - the slope of the peak exercise ST segment: 1, 2, or 3

• Major Vessels - the number of major vessels colored by fluoroscopy: 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4

• Thal - the type of defect: Normal, Fixed, or Reversible

Tutorial data sets
This tutorial illustrates the deployment of a CART® Classification model that was created in Mintab® Statistical Software.
Use the following links to open the Minitab project file and the CSV data sets for baseline data, predict data, and stability
data.

CART® Classification model
Datafileref:

Baseline data
Datafileref:

Predict data
Datafileref:

Stability data
Datafileref:

Note: To learn more about creating a CART® Classification model in Minitab, go to Example of CART® Classification.
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Create a deployment and upload baseline data
This step demonstrates how to publish a model, deploy a model, and upload baseline data for a Minitab CART® Classification
model.

Import a CART® Classification model
Follow these steps to import a model in Minitab Model Ops®. For this example, we use a Minitab project that contains a
CART® Classification model.

1. Sign in to Minitab Model Ops® and open the Model Library page.

2. Select Import a model.

3. In Select a File, browse to and select the file that contains the example model.

4. Enter HeartBinary as the model name.

5. Select Import.

Deploy the CART® Classification model
1. On the Model Library page, go to the HeartBinary model. The model status is Ready.

2. Select Deploy , then Proceed.

3. On the Model Library page, go to the HeartBinary model. The model status changes from Pending to Deployed.

Upload baseline data for the CART® Classification model
1. On the Model Library page, select the HeartBinary model.

2. Open the Drift tab.

3. Select Upload baseline data.

4. Browse to the file that contains the baseline data.

5. Select Upload.

For information on baseline data requirements, go to Requirements for baseline data on page 16.

To see an example of drift reports, go to Examine drift reports on page 30.

Create an API key for your deployment
Create an API key for access to the deployed model. Access to the endpoint ends when the API key expires or when an
authorized user revokes the API key.
1. On the Model Library page, select the HeartBinary model.

2. Open the Integration tab.

3. Under API Keys, select Create API Key.

4. Enter HeartKey as the key name.

5. Select Create.

Copy the API Key to the clipboard and save in a safe location. Minitab Model Ops does not save this key and you will not
be able to view or copy it later.
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Create a flow in Minitab Connect® to score the model
This step demonstrates how to create a Connect data table and create a Connect scoring flow to score the CART®
Classification model.

Create a Minitab Connect® table from a data file
Follow these steps to create a new table in Minitab Connect®. For this example, we use a data file from a CART®
Classification model that has a column for each predictor and an optional observation ID column.

Note: You define the name of the unique identifier column in the Settings tab. This identifier is used to match the prediction data and the
stability data. It is optional for prediction requests but required for stability monitoring.

1. Sign in to Minitab Connect.

2. From the Home screen, select the Minitab Connect button to open the Navigation pane. Under Tables, select Add
New Table. Or, from the Home screen, select the Add button under Tables.

3. On the Dataset tab, enter the Name, Folder, and all other required setup properties.

4. From the Tables gallery, File/Text/Template.

5. Under Import Type, select File then browse to the file that contains your prediction data. Preview the data columns
to ensure you have the appropriate predictor and id columns.
Use this data (link) to create the same Connect data table.

Open the Prep tab to see the structure of the data table.

All predictors from the model have been added. We also added an optional observation id column, mtb-correlation-id,
that is optional for predictions, but required for stability monitoring.

Create a new flow for prediction data
With a flow, when you add a new record to the table, Connect sends the data to Model Ops. Model Ops generates
predictions and sends them back to Connect. Connect stores the new values in the table. Follow these steps to create
a new flow for prediction data from your model to Minitab Connect®.

1. From the Flow Tool of your Connect data table, under New Flow, select New Flow Item.

2. Enter a name for the flow. From the Type dropdown menu, select Model Scoring (Minitab Model Ops). Under View,
select a data view or select None.
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3. Under API Key, enter the API key for the Minitab Model Ops® model.

4. Specify the fields in the Connect data table for each variable in the model.
a. Under ID Variable, pair the identifier from Minitab Model Ops® to a field in the Connect table.

b. Under Prediction Timestamp, pair the timestamp from Minitab Model Ops® to a field in the Connect table.

c. Under Model Variables, pair the predictors and observation identifier from Minitab Model Ops® to fields in the
Connect table.

d. Under Model Responses, pair the predicted response from Minitab Model Ops® to a field in the Connect table. If
you have a categorical response, also specify the fields for the predicted probability for each class in the response
variable.

If you do not specify a field for a variable, Connect does not store the data for that variable when you send new data
to Minitab Model Ops®.

5. Click OK.

6. To run the connection each time you enter a new record into the Connect table, open the Manual box, under New
Flow. From the Type, select Data Event. Under Event Type, select On Inserted Records.

7. Click OK.

8. Save the flow.

You can also rename the flow from New Flow to a more descriptive name. Select the title text and enter your new name.

The Heart Deployment flow includes a data event and scoring flow. You can add a stability flow to the same table.

Create a flow in Minitab Connect® to assess stability in the deployment
This step demonstrates how to add a new field to your Connect data table and create a Connect stability flow to monitor
the CART® Classification model.

Add a new field to the Connect data table
For this example, we will add a flow to the Connect data table that we created in Create a flow in Minitab Connect® to
score the model on page 26. First, we need to add a new field for the actual responses to store the stability data, which
are used to create a stability report. The stability data set must contain the actual response values and the observation
IDs.

1. Open the Navigation pane. Under Tables, browse to the folder that contains your Connect data table.
To review the steps of creating a new Connect data table, go to Create a Minitab Connect® table from a data file on
page 26.

2. Open the table. Select the Base Tool.

3. Open the Setup tab.
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4. Select Click to add a field, and enter the information for the field in the box that appears underneath. Select the
expander to access additional settings for the field.
a. Add a field for the prediction id column, if you do not have one.

For this example, we added this column (mtb-correlation-id) when we created the table, see Create a Minitab
Connect® table from a data file on page 26.

b. Add a field for the actual responses.

5. Click Save.

If you use Click to add a field at the top of the form, Connect adds the new fields to the front of the table. If you use Click
to add a field at the bottom of the form, Connect adds the fields to the end of the table.

The new fields have been successfully added.

Create a new flow for stability data
With a flow, when you add a new record to the table, Connect sends the data to Model Ops to create a stability report.

1. From the Flow Tool of your Connect data table, under New Flow, select New Flow Item.

2. Enter a name for the flow. From the Type dropdown menu, select Model Stability (Minitab Model Ops). Under View,
select a data view or select None.

3. Under API Key, enter the API key for the Minitab Model Ops model.

4. Specify the fields in the Connect data table for the ID variable and the actual response.
a. Under ID Variable, specify the unique record identifier from Minitab Model Ops to a field in the Connect table.

b. Under Response, specify the actual response from Minitab Model Ops to a field in the Connect table.

5. Click OK.

6. Save the flow.

The data event flow runs the connection each time you update the Connect table.
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The Heart Deployment flow includes a data event, a scoring flow, and a stability flow.
Note: You can have separate tables for the prediction data and the stability data if that is more convenient.

Sample Python code for prediction and stability requests
Minitab Model Ops accepts various source code for prediction and stability requests.

For more information on generating the required code format, go to Data integration on page 13. The sections below
are examples of code for the HeartBinary model. You must use your API key.

Sample Python code for a prediction request
Use this format to create a prediction request. You must enter your API key for key_secret.
import requests

key_secret = "ENTER.YOUR.API.KEY"
headers = {"ApiKey": key_secret, "Content-Type": "application/json"}

payload = {'Age': ['1.23'], 'Rest Blood Pressure': ['1.23'], 'Cholesterol': ['1.23'], 'Max
Heart Rate': ['1.23'], 'Old Peak': ['1.23'], 'Sex': ['Male'], 'Fasting Blood Sugar':
['False'],

'Exercise Angina': ['No'], 'Rest ECG': ['0'], 'Slope': ['1'], 'Thal': ['Normal'],
'Chest Pain Type': ['1'], 'Major Vessels': ['0'], 'ObservationID': ['003a'], 'Timestamp':
['2023-01-18+15%3A36%3A22']}

url = "https://modelops.minitab.com/api/score"

r = requests.post(url, json=payload, headers=headers)

print('Request URL: ', r.url)

print('Response Code:', r.status_code)
print('Response Headers:\n', r.headers)
print('Response Content:\n', r.text)

Sample Python code for a stability request
Use this format to create a stability request. You must enter your API key for key_secret.
import requests

key_secret = "ENTER.YOUR.API.KEY"
headers = {"ApiKey": key_secret, "Content-Type": "application/json"}
payload = {'ObservationID':['003a'], 'Response':['No']}

url = "https://modelops.minitab.com/api/stability"

r = requests.post(url, json=payload, headers=headers)

print('Request URL: ', r.url)

print('Response Code:', r.status_code)
print('Response Headers:\n', r.headers)
print('Response Content:\n', r.text)
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Examine drift and stability reports
This step demonstrates what to look for in the drift report.

Examine drift reports
Drift measures the similarity between your baseline data and the production data. Use differences between the baseline
data and the production data to determine when to try to improve the model. On the drift report, the production data
represent the data that have scores during the deployment.

Open the Drift tab to see the baseline data in the Drift report. If there is enough production data to determine the drift
status, the drift status is minimal, moderate or severe, according to the definitions in the Settings tab.

• To add baseline data, go to Create a deployment and upload baseline data on page 25.

• To add production data, go to Create a flow in Minitab Connect® to score the model on page 26.

Drift report with baseline data

The Drift report shows the baseline data for your deployed model. Once you score this model and have predictions,
the Drift report will also show the production data.
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Example of minimal drift

The response and all the predictors exhibit minimal drift. This means that the baseline data and the production data
are similar.
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Example of severe and moderate drift

Two predictors exhibit severe drift and one predictor exhibits moderate drift. This means that the training data may
no longer represent the current production data for these variables. You may want to consider uploading new baseline
data.

Examine stability reports
The stability report shows model performance over time. For classification models, the stability report displays Classification
Accuracy and Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). For regression models, the stability report displays R-squared and Mean
Absolute Deviation (MAD).

If the performance of the model decreases, investigate whether to retrain or replace the model.
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For example, analysts want a model to have an AUC of at least 0.85. The stability report shows that the AUC has
been fluctuating and decreasing over time; thus, the analysts should consider whether to replace the model.
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6. Example: Compare Python and Minitab
models

Ames housing scenario and data set
Using a Jupyter notebook, we compare a Python model with a Minitab model to demonstrate the power of Minitab Model
Ops®.

With Minitab Model Ops®, we can easily compare an operationalized robust Minitab model, such as a Random Forests®
Regression model with a non-Minitab model.

In this example, we use the Ames housing data set to compare a Multi-layer Perceptron Regressor (MLPRegressor) created
in scikit-learn to an operationalized Random Forests® Regression model created in Minitab Statistical Software.

An multi-layer perceptron model is a neural-network with at least 3 layers of nodes: an input, an output, and one or more
hidden layers. While MLP regression models are deep learning models that work well with very large data sets, they often
require extensive computational resources to calculate best outcomes.

Random Forests®, meanwhile, is a decision tree based algorithm that combines several individual decision trees into a
single output. Random forest models are machine learning models that are quite powerful with large data sets, and usually
require less computing resources than MLP regression models.

Method
To compare the models, we can use performance statistics, such as R

2
 , to assess which model is better. Minitab Model

Ops calculates R
2
 and the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) for models with continuous responses on a rolling basis, to

assess whether model drift or dataset drift occurs. When drift is present, data scientists consider when to retrain or replace
the model.

For the MLP model, this notebook calculates one R
2
 value and one MAD value at a given time, to demonstrate the use

and operationalizing of proprietary Minitab algorithms in conjunction with freely available Python models.

Data set information
A team of researchers collects data from the sale of individual residential properties in Ames, Iowa. The researchers want
to identify the variables that affect the sale price. Variables include the lot size and various features of the residential
property.

Note: These data were adapted based on a public data set containing information on Ames housing data. Original data from DeCock, Truman
State University.

This tutorial illustrates the deployment and comparision of a Random Forests® Regression model that was created in
Mintab® Statistical Software. Use the following links to open the Minitab project file and the CSV data sets for baseline
data, training and test data, and prediction data.

Baseline data
This data set includes over 2900 rows of data that include the response variable, Sale Price, and 77 predictor
columns.
Datafileref:

Training and test data
This data set includes the baseline data and adds a column that contains an indicator that identifies whether the row
is training data or test data.
Datafileref:
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Prediction data
This data set includes the baseline data, the training and test indicators, and adds a column that contains the prediction
results.
Datafileref:

Note: To learn more about creating a Random Forests® Regression model in Minitab, go to Example of Random Forests® Regression.

Create a Random Forests® Regression model in Minitab Statistical Software
We use the Ames housing data to create a Random Forests

®
 Regression model in Minitab.

1. Open the sample data, Datafileref: .

2. Choose Predictive Analytics Module > Random Forests® Regression.

3. In Response, enter 'Sale Price'.

4. In Continuous predictors, enter 'Lot Area', 'Total Basement SF', '1st Floor SF', '2nd Floor SF', 'Garage Area SF', 'Total
Rooms', 'Year Built', and 'Year Remod/Add''.

5. In Categorical predictors, enter Zoning, Type, 'Heating Quality', 'Fireplace Quality', and 'Exterior Quality''.

6. Select Validation.

7. In Validation method, select Validation with a test set in addition to out-of-bag data.

8. Select Randomly select a fraction of rows as a test set.

9. In Fraction of rows, enter 0.3.

10. Select Store ID column for training/test split.

11. Select OK in each dialog box.

Random Forests® Regression: Sale Price vs Lot Area, Total Basement SF, 1st Floor SF, 2nd Floor SF, Garage Area SF,
Total Rooms, Year Built, Year Remod/Add, Zoning, Type, Heating Quality, Kitchen Quality, Fireplace Quality, Exterior
Quality
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Save the training data
In the example above, we stored the identifiers for the training and test data. We want to use this same data to create
the MLP model. Use the following steps to save a new worksheet with this data, or download the data from our saved
worksheet.
1. Choose Data > Sort.

2. In Column, enter 'Sample_Id' and select Descending.

3. In Columns to sort, select All columns.

4. In Storage location for the sorted columns, select In a new worksheet.

5. Select OK.

Create a Python MLP model with the same data
Next, we use the training data set to create an MLP model using Sci-kit learn, a popular package for data science in
Python.

MLP models are deep learning models that work well with exceptionally large data sets; however, these models require
extensive computational resources and do not handle missing values. Black-box models like MLP models also lack simple
interpretation. In contrast, Random Forest models in MSS can ingest missing values and are traditional machine learning
models which provide a fundamental algorithmic structure for simpler interpretation.

Prepare the data
In this section we remove the rows of data that contain missing values. Then we subset into test and train data sets.
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPRegressor
from sklearn.datasets import make_regression
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split

from sklearn.metrics import mean_absolute_error
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import pandas

import numpy

#Read from the prepared Ames data.
AmesData = pandas.read_csv("AmesHousingTestData.csv")
#List out variables and pull the subset of data from the csv.
headers = list(["Sale Price","Lot Area","Total Basement SF","1st Floor SF","2nd Floor
SF","Garage Area SF","Total Rooms","Year Built","Year Remod/Add","Zoning","Type","Heating
Quality","Kitchen Quality","Garage Quality","Exterior
Quality","Sample_Id","prediction-score"])
AmesData = AmesData[AmesData.columns.intersection(headers)]

#Remove all rows containing any missing numeric data.
test = AmesData.stack()
test2=test[test.eq('*')].index
missingIndex=numpy.unique(test2.get_level_values(level=0))
missingIndex
AmesData=AmesData.drop(index=missingIndex)

#subset into test and train
testData = AmesData.loc[AmesData['Sample_Id'] == "Test"]
trainData = AmesData.loc[AmesData['Sample_Id'] == "Training"]
xTest = testData.drop(columns=['Sale Price','Sample_Id'])
xTrain = trainData.drop(columns=['Sale Price','Sample_Id'])
yTest = testData['Sale Price']
yTrain = trainData['Sale Price']

#Size of training data
trainSize = xTrain.shape[1]
testSize = xTest.shape[1]

Create the MLP model and make predictions
In this section we create the model, use the model to make predictions, and summarize the model performance.
#create MLP model
MLPReg =
MLPRegressor(random_state=1,max_iter=200,learning_rate_init=0.2,beta_1=0.8).fit(xTrain,yTrain)
from sklearn.metrics import mean_absolute_error

#generate predictions
pyPred=MLPReg.predict(xTest)

#obtain summary statistics about current performance
#R-squared
R2Value_Python=MLPReg.score(xTest,yTest)
#MAD Calculation, also known as Mean Absolute Error
MADValue_Python = mean_absolute_error(yTest, pyPred)
R2Value_Python

Import and deploy the Random Forests® model in Minitab Model Ops

Import the Random Forests model
Import the Random Forests

®
 model that you created in the last step into the Minitab Model Ops Model Library.

1. Sign in to Minitab Model Ops to open the Model Library .
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2. Select Import a model.

3. In Select a File, browse to and select the Minitab project that contains the Random Forests model.

4. In Model Name, enter a descriptive name for the model.

5. If your Minitab project file that contains multiple models, select the model from Specify the model within the file.

6. Select Import.

Deploy the Random Forests model
Deploy the model that you imported to the Model Library.

1. From the Model Library  page, move your mouse pointer over a imported model.

2. Select Deploy .

3. Select Proceed.

After you deploy the model, the status of the model changes to Pending then Deployed.

Create an API key to access the deployment
Create an API key for access to the deployed model. Access to the endpoint ends when the API key expires or when an
authorized user revokes the API key.
1. From the Model Library, select the model.

2. Open the Integration tab.

3. Under API Keys, select Create API Key.

4. Enter the key name and an expiration date.

5. Select Create.

Make sure to copy the key to use for the prediction requests.

Send prediction requests for the Random Forest® model
Let's go back and use the test data set (link) to predict on the Random Forests model directly from Python.

Use the following code to construct the approriate headers for JSON objects, apply the API key, and convert our previously
created test data to the expected data type. Model scoring is directly from Minitab Model Ops®. Then, the prediction
results are used to calculate R

2
 and MAD values.

#MSS Prediction
import json
import requests
from sklearn.metrics import r2_score
#Format the request in Python

apiKey="abcdef..." #(use your own apikey)
scoreHeader = {'ApiKey': apiKey,

'Content-Type': 'application/json'}
test=xTest.to_dict(orient="list")
scoringURL = "https://modelops.minitab.com/api/score"
json.dumps(test)

#obtain scores
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post_scores=requests.post(scoringURL,headers=scoreHeader,data=json.dumps(test))

dataFromModelOps = json.loads(post_scores.content.decode("utf-8"))

predictionsFromModelOps = dataFromModelOps['predictions'] #raw scored values
R2Value_MSS=r2_score(yTest,predictionsFromModelOps) #calculate sample R-squared from the
scored values
MADValue_MSS = mean_absolute_error(yTest,predictionsFromModelOps)

Now that we have the predictions and the R
2
and MAD values from the Minitab model, let's obtain them from the

MLPRegressor model. Because we made the model object already, we can refer back to the MLPRegressor documentation
to use the correct function to get the scores and performance values. Then, we will compare the predicted values, as
well as the R

2
 and MAD values, to assess model performance.

#Python Prediction
#We already made the model above, all we need to do is run the prediction and R-squared
values.
pyPred=regr.predict(X_test)
R2Value_Python=regr.score(X_test, y_test)

#MAD Calculation, also known as Mean Absolute Error
MADValue_Python = mean_absolute_error(y_test, pyPred)
MADValue_MSS = mean_absolute_error(y_test,predictionsFromModelOps)

Compare performance of the models
Using the R

2
 values, we create a plot to compare the Mintab model and the Python model.

#Plots
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sns
ax = sns.regplot(x=pyPred,y=predictionsFromModelOps)
ax.set(xlabel='MLP Model Predictions', ylabel='MSS Model Predictions',title="Prediction
Comparison between MSS and MLP Models")

R2List = {"MLP $R^2$":[R2Value_Python],
"MSS $R^2$":[R2Value_MSS]}

R2Table = pandas.DataFrame.from_dict(R2List)
R2Table

MSS R
2

MLP R
2

0.8620060.8474150
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Let's also compare the MAD values.
MADList = {"MLP Mean Absolute Deviation":[MADValue_Python],

"MSS Mean Absolute Deviation":[MADValue_MSS]}
MADTable = pandas.DataFrame.from_dict(MADList)
MADTable

MSS Mean Absolute DeviationMLP Mean Absolute Deviation

18561.1218220131.0554680

Based on these results, the models appear to be comparable. Because the Minitab model is slightly better, can handle
missing values, and is easier to monitor and interpret, we recommend Minitab Model Ops®. This platform also allows for
easy monitoring of many of your company's models.
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 Our mission is to help people discover valuable insights in their data.
Minitab helps companies and institutions to spot trends, solve problems and discover valuable insights in data by delivering a comprehensive and best-in-class
suite of data analysis and process improvement tools. Combined with unparalleled ease-of-use, Minitab makes it simpler than ever to get deep insights from data.
Plus, a team of highly trained data analytic experts ensure that users get the most out of their analysis, enabling them to make better, faster and more accurate
decisions.

For nearly 50 years, Minitab has helped organizations drive cost containment, enhance quality, boost customer satisfaction and increase effectiveness. Thousands
of businesses and institutions worldwide use our products to uncover flaws in their processes and improve them. Unlock the value of your data with Minitab.
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